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RICHARD A. ~OOPD 
A THESIS SUJDiITI'W) lN PAJlTIAL fULPILIJD.mff OJ' 
THE UQUIREDNTS FOi THE DEGREE ot 
IN 
BlOLOOlCAL OCIWf()GBAPMY 
UNIYEltSITY OF 1ta)DB ISLAND 
19.61 
ABSTRACT 
This report 'presents the results of a study frm March, 1959, to 
June, 1960, of the spawning run oft.he alewife, Alosa pseugghareyus 
(Wilson), and the seaward migration of juveniles. It is based on exam-
ination of migrating adults and juveniles in a small, fresh water pond 
and outlet stream in southern Rhode Island. 
In the sprinc adults enter fresh water in very distinct and 
separate groups, termed "waves" for the purposes of this study. Water 
temperatu" appears to play a major role in the formation of these waves. 
Early migrants are predominantly older JU.le, fish. Aa the spawning 
liligration progresses, females increa• in abundance and the average 
adult si.-.e decreases, lt is apparent that males become sexually mature 
at an earlier date than females. 
Adults spend froa several days to two weeks on the spawning 
grounds. Available data; indicates that considerable mortality occurs 
while adults are in fresh water. Males outnumber females on the spawn-
ing grounds about two to one. The postulate that females undergo one 
more year of mortality at sea before spawning than ales may account for 
the predominance of 11ales on the spawning grounds. Spent fish return to 
the sea so soon after- spawning that many pass others coming up. Spawn-
ing occurred over a twenty-ti" day period, with llay 1st as a mean 
spawning date. A significant loss in the condition of adults of both 
sexes occurred during the breeding season. Average growth of juveniles 
in fresh water was estimated. 
-!-
Observations indicate that rate of cur~nt flow out of the pond, 
primaril)' determined by amount of rainfall, explains much of the varia• 
tion in dates of departure from the nursery pounds~ The success of 
spawnina, in terms of numbers of juveniles migrating to the sea, was 
exceptionally low during the 1959 seasont Less than one juvenile entered 
the sea for averJ adult that reached the spawn1nc crounds. 
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l • INTRODtx:TION 
The alewife' Alosa paeudoharengus (Wilson), sometimes referred to 
as' sawbelly, kfak, gaspereau, branch herring and greybaclc is an anadrc,-. 
mous member of the herring family. This species supports one of the 
principal river fisheries of the Atlantic coast with an annual yield of 
nearly 30 millior. pounds (Anon, 1945). Like shad and salmon the alewife 
spends most of its life in the sea, but enters fresh water streams to 
spawn. Its range of occurrence is from the Gulf of St. Lawrence and 
northern Nova Scotia south to North Carolina (Bigelow and Schroeder, 1953). 
Land1ocked races exist in Lake Ontario, in the Finger Lakes of New York, 
and in certain other fresh water lakes. 
According to Bigelow and Schroeder (1953) alewives are catholic 
in their choice ol streams, runnina indifferently up rivers in the 
spring as large as the St. John and Poteaac, or streams so small that 
there is hardly enough water to cover their bodies. In large rivers they 
run upstream. for distances to 45 miles, or their movbent may be 
restricted to only a few yards. 
The alewife spawns in pond::., inclucU.ng those in baclc of barrier 
beaches as well as in sluggish stretches of streams, but never in swift 
water. Each female deposits frcm 50,000 to 100,000 eggs. 
The adults when entering streams to spawn, make the transition from 
salt water to fresh water within a short time without apparent physiologi-
cal damage. This is equall:y true of the spent fish on their return to 
the estuaries. Alewives appear unable to endure repeated changes between 
salt water and fresh water, however. 
-1-
2, 
Spawning takes place at tomperatures of about 55 to 60° F. The 
egg$ are pin.I< in color and adhere to brush, S.tones or other substre.te 
material. Incubation lasts about six days at 60° F. T.he young alewives 
ffgin to move downstream in the latter part of June at this latitude. 
Successive groups of fingerlings move out of the pond and down with 
. ' 
the current throughout the swnmer. 
Collins ( 1952) ,, while working on the orientation of the ale.wife, 
folalld that the species, when presented with alternatives, indicated a 
preferen.ce fo1: wanner vater and water with a low free• co2 content. He 
concluded that the sex ot the fish appeared to have no inf.luence on its 
response to differences in co2 content or to temperature. The fish were 
indiiferent to pH differences as large as 0.8 pH unit within a pB range 
:from 6. 6 to ·7. 3. Preliminary experiments also ind;lcated that visual 
stimuli and .such factors as water velocity and turbulence can influence 
orientation. 
Graham ( 1956) concluded tha.t the Lake Ontario alewife matures 
about one year earU~n• (ages two tor males and three for females) than 
the Atlantic alewife (ages three £or males and four for feJllale~). The 
larger size of the Atlahtic alewife is probably related to the t'aet that 
it experiences approximately one more year of uninhibited growth than 
--7·., I 
the fresh water alewife. 
Alewives were observed to die during the spring invasion of watm, 
shoal water in Lake Ontario while acclimated to the low temperatures of 
the lake' e depths. Comparison of tbe ranps of lethal temp•raturea 
observed in the field showed that the early incldences of the mortality 
are related to t.he entrance of the alewives into shoal water, the maximum 
surface temperatures of which sonaetilles approached 20° C. A correlation 
3. 
b9tween the p-adual increase in surface temperature from spring to 
summer with an increase in the incidence of the mortality was also shown. 
The study of the spawning migration of adult alewives and the 
se&waJ'd migration of young are the primary object! ves of tbi s problem .. 
Consideration is given to the follo ing: beterogenei ty of tlta stock, 
migratoi-y behavior, trend in sex i-atio,, size. of upstream mi~rants, 
length-weight relationship of adults, estimate of spawning population, 
feeding behavior of adults in fresh water, spawning habits and ~erpho-
logical changes, adult JllOrtality 1n fresh water, juvenile growth and 
schooling behavior, departure time of juveniles from tbe nursery grounds, 
predators and relative success of spawning. 
4. 
I I, 'MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Region 91,' Study 
The area used for study (t'1g. I) is Pausacaco Pond, a 'fresh 
water pond located in southern Rhode Island. Both the watershed and the 
pond are.included within the town of North Kingstown, Washington County. 
The pond elevation is nine teet. and lt covers an area of sixty-seven 
acres. Maximum depth is twenty•two feet (Saila. & BQrta,n, 1957). 
Alewife samples wei-e taken :from a stream which, after leaving 
the pond, enters the upper end of a brae.kt.sh water estuan- (Narrow River) 
at a point seven miles from the Qpen sea. A dam equipped wtth a fi ■h 
ladder is constructed op this stream 1 and alewives must pass over it to 
reach the spawning grounds. The distance from brackish water to the fiah 
ladder is one•quarter ·of a mile, The distance from the laddet to the 
spawning grounds in tb.e poJid is also about one•quarter of a mile. An 
adult fish !!IAY l'eaeh the dam byo11e of two forks in the stream, One 
, I 
fork leads t,o the fish ladder, the Qther terminates at the base ot a 
seven-foot water fall, over •hich alewives are unable to pass upstream. 
Sampling Procedve 
The adult stoc.k was aampJ.ed when t.he ti.sh were in the stream at 
the :following locationsi (l) mouth of the atnaa. (2) foot of the fish 
ladder, (3) at the spa1'fting grounds in the pond, Hand dip nets and 
six~foot minnow seines ( 211 mesh • stretched) were used in tiw. stream 
and :Utty•foot gill net■ five teat in depth <2•1/2" mesh ;_ stretched) 
were utilb.ed in tlitl pt:>nd. tvhen •dults were migrating both ways in the 
stream, a screen was used to block both upstream and downstream migrants, 
N 
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om vl'17h ish lo der 
~ream mo th 
6. 
thus keeping them separated. 
Saaplee of juvenUes ware obtained at the outlet fl'Oll the pond 
with a fifty-foot seine (1/4" mesh - stretched) and.at the, foot of the 
fi•ll ladder with a hand dip net Qr a Sui-ber Stream Sampler. Individual 
samples included at least fifty adults and one hundred juveniles. Imme• 
diately after capture specimens were preserved in 20 per cant formalin 
and brought to the laboratory for examination. 
Measurements 
In order to determine various physical and biological features of 
the spawning run and the seaward migration of young, it was necessary to 
make measurements on both adult and juvenile fish. The following measure-
ments were taken from each adult alewife before or after' spawning: (1) 
sax, (2) fork length (mm), (3) total body weight in grams before and 
after spawning, (4) weight in grams of right and left ovary before and 
after spawning, (5) weight in grams of right and left testis before and 
after spawning. The preciaion of weighing was within 0,5 grams. 
Certain observations of •ristlc characters were made on fish 
from two samples talcen at the beginning and the end of the spawning run 
in order to detect possible racial differences, T1-se meristic characters 
'WltNI 
I) NWllber of pyloric caeca - all tips are e:m.:merated .• 
2) Number of vertebrae - excluding the hypural plate. 
3) Number of gill rakers - on the lower limb of the first arch 
and excluding those that straddle the angle of the arch. 
Rudimentary raker& are included in the count. 
Numbers of adults migrating upstream and downstraa.nt were counted 
at the mouth of the fish ladder at frequent intervals during periods of 
'7. 
active migration; The.- data are utilized to estimate the number of 
adults that reached the spawning grounds as weU as the number return-
ing to the sea. 
StOlll&ch samples '\llere taken throughout the spawning run to deter-
mine from their contents whether or not adult alewives feed in f:resh 
water. 
Fork length and body depth measurements were taken from juveniles 
with the u~ of a aeasuring board graduated in millimeters and a pair of 
hand calipers. A visual estitnation of school size coupled with actual 
counts by capture was made on seaward migrating schools of young to esti-
mate success of spawning. 
Environmental conditions were also studied. Maximum daily stream 
temperatura,s were recorded just above the region of tidal mixing. Maxi-
mU111 and minimUJli daily air temperature data as well aa daily precipitation 
measurements were obtained from the Agricultural Experiment Station, 
University of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island, whicl1 is located five 
ml le s from the re search area. 
Time of day during which adult iilewives entered the stream was 
noted in relation to: (1) water temperature, (2) underw-~ter 11ght 
intensity, (3) volume of water flow, (4) relative degree of ripeness of 
the fish. Underwater light intensity was measured with a light photometer. 
Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Spayniy !In 
Bpmocensous Stock 
Sub~pul•tions of fish may exhibit measureable differences in 
relation to fecundity, growth rates, natural mortality, distribution, 
behavioral patterns, etc. Marr C 1957) de,fines a subpopulation ~s a 
fraction of a population that is itself pnetically self-sustaining. 
If measureable differences do exi ■t it is essential to determine the 
number and identity of the subpopulations within the spawniq run in 
I, 
question. Since individwt.l members ot a subpopulation aagre~t• at 
apawnina time there are partial barriers prohibitina pne flow be~ 
tween subpopulations. These barriers are siailar to those between 
subspecies, namelyJ isolation in space, isolation in time and ecological 
isolation (Marr, 19e7). 
One of the more cOIDJIOn approaches to the problem of recognizing 
subpopulations amploys average morphometric or meristic differences be• 
t~en groups of fish to determine their probable differences. Th• 
hJPothesia underlying morphcmetric and meristic etudies of subpopulations 
of fish is that under conditions of partial or complete isolation, slight 
differences in body proportions or meriatlc characters will not always be 
noticeable in individual specimens, but only in an average of a large 
number of speci .. ns (Ahlstrom, 1957; Marr, 19~7). Differences between 
averages. might be due to aithel' anvironmentf.l or hereditary factors. 
Since it is not known whether these differences are phenotypic or pno-
typic thi11 study, in a strict sense, becomes not a subpopulation study 
-s-
9. 
but rather a study ot population heterogeneity. 
A dlscri11inant function (Goulden, 1952) was employed using three 
meristio characters to disorilldnate b•tween two samples ot alewives. 
The d1scrilll1nant function is1 Z =/\1X1 +A2X2 +A3X3 
where X1 1$ the number of pyloric caeca, X2 the number of gill rakers 
and X3 is the nUJ11.ber of vertebrae. A 1, ,.\ 2 and,.\ 3. a:i'e the corresponding 
wighting !aetors. The resulting equation was found to be: 
Z :: .000518 X1 - .00285 X2 + .00441 x3 
with an F value (variance l'atio) of 1;112 tor.3 and 93 degre~s of free-
dom. Since this is not signif1ca.nt it is concluded that these meristic 
characters do not permit separation of alewives in the spawning run of 
1959, and a homogeneous population is implied. Table I illustrates the 
raw data and Table II the caleulati.ons involved. 
Migratory Beha.vior 
Alewi veo were observed to begin assembling near the mout.h of 
GUbert Stuart stream in early spring (Mal"ch). The first gr,oups of 
adults entered fresh water on March 20, 1959, and March 30, 1960, when 
the water temperature was 44 and 49° F respectively; The last migrants 
entered fresh water Gp y 25, 1959, and May 30, 1960, when the water 
teaperature was 70 and 69° F resp•ctivaly. 
StNam tuperature and date of adult entry int~ fresh wat•r are 
closely correlated (fig. II). Each time there was a sudden warming of 
fresh water in the stream a group of adult alewives, termed a "wave", 
would enter the stream and actively make t,heir way to the spawning 
grounds. When the water cooled significantly, entry into the stream 
would cease. 
10. 
TABLE I. Showing the number of pyloric caeca (P.C.), the number of gill 
raker~ (G.B.), and the nlllllber of vertebrae (V.) of 50 adult alewivee taken 
at the beginning and end of th• spawning run. 
Beginning (3•22•59) End (3•9-59) 
P1~1 GaBa Vs t., .. 0 1a 1 !1 
28 ' 41 48 26 43 41 
26 40 49 26 42 48 
24 42 48 27 42 48 
31 43 49 28 43 48 
21 41 48 30 42 49 
27 46 46 20 42 48 
28 43 49 28 41 48 
21 41 49 25 42 48 
28 45 49 26 43 48 
25 40 49 24, 41 47 
29 44 49. 22 42 48 
24 43 48 26 43 48 
26 43 48 27 40 47 
30 42 48 28 43 48 
30 43 48 29 44 49 
25 44 49 24 43 47 
27 41 48 29 43 49 
25 44 49 30 46 49 
23 42 49 28 43 48 
29 41 49 25 42 48 
25 43 49 27 44 48 
26 41 48 23 43 49 
21 44 48 22 41 49 
25 40 48 25 45 48 
25 44 48 27 44 47 
27 41 48 24 .43 47 
28 43 48 31 42 48 
25 40 4·7 29 41 48 
22 43 49 25 43 48 
28 43 48 28 44 49 
28 40 47 29 42 48 
30 43 49 26 41 48 
21 42 48 30 44 48 
28 43 48 26 42 49 
32 44 48 29 43 48 
29 40 48 25 43 48 
25 43 49 31 44 48 
29 42 49 26 43 48 
24 41 49 25 44 48 
31 43 47, 23 43 47 
22 42 49 24 42 49 
27 42 48 28 40 47 
28 42 49 21 42 49 
25 41 48 27 42 49 
24 42 49 21 41 48 
26 41 48 27 43 48 
27 43 48 30 43 47 
33 42 48 24 44 47 
23 41 48 25 42 49 
a~ ii j8 aQ j~ 49 
TABLE II. Analysis-of-Variance (AN V) Testing the Significance of 
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To test,this apparent preference of alewives,to wam.water the re-
gression of maxinn,11{ daily water temperature on time was determined ( fig. 
II). The average deviation of water temperature from the regression line 
for periods of migration and no migration are + 2.355° F and - 1.263° F 
respectively. A "T" test showed these mean deviation• from the regres-
sion line to be significantly ditferent at t.he .01 ~ level. The 
calculations are illustrated in tables Ill and IV. 















TABLE IV. Summary of Statistics tor Comparison 
Nwiber ot Degree of Dan 
Interval Intervals Freedom Deviation 
Migration 9 8 -+2.355 
Kon-Migration 8 7 -1.263 
Sum= 15 Diff.= 
Pooled mean square= s2 = 84.37/15 = 5.62 





Since the mean deviation from the regression line of temperature 
for migration is significantly greater than that for no migration it is 
14. 
clear that 11waves" oceur during and following periods of warming. 
When the water cooled two to three degrees below its daily maxi-
mum; entry into the stream would cease. However, those adults which 
had already entered continued their upstream migration at a Nduced 
pace. A wave of alewives may last from one to several days, but fish 
enter the streant only during the afternoon and early evening, hours. 
Collins (1952) found that 77 per cent of the adult alewives, 
pNsented with a choice of waters :having ditferent temperatures, entered 
the channel w1 th the warmer water. This indicates a preference for 
warmer water and further supports the statement that waves occur during 
warming periods. 
Alewives entered the stream only between the hours of 1: 00 P .». 
and 6:00 P.M. Light intensity, water temperature and degree of sexual 
matur1 ty of the adult appear to be the important factors determining the 
time of entry. Subsurface light intensities and water temperatures were 
taken near the mouth of the atreaJa. Table V illustrates the conditions 
of time of day, Ugh t in tens1 ty, water temperature and volume of stream 
flow at the· time when waves of alewives began their entry into the stream. 
The data indi.cate tha.t no one level of water temperature, light 
intensity or volume of water flow determine a time of entry. It was 
demonstrated with a flashlight, during periods of low light intensity, 
tha :· alewives exhibit an avoidance reaction to light. Collins (1952) 
showed a positive reaction to.water temperature. However, as t.he run 
progresses adults enter the stream under warmer conditions and under 
higher light intensit.ies than observed earlier. Changing relationships 
between light intensity, water temperature and degree of 'ripeness" of 
the adults might explain such a phenomenon. During the early portion 
15; 
TABLE v. Existing conditions of time of day, light intensity, water 
temperature •and volume of stream flow when adult alewives fil'."st entered 
Gilbert Stuart stream on the dates given below. 
Underwater 
Time of Light Intensity Water Volume of 
Date t>ay Arbitrary Units Tem.pera.ture Strewn Flow 
(P.M.) <e•-1s"> (•F) <c.f.s.) 
April 13 5:00 160 53.5 23.64 
pril 17 3i00 460 56.8 24.78 
April 27 3:00 500 59.2 23.87 
pril 29 3:30 720 61.4 21.09 
May 3 3:20 780 62.0 25.71 
llay 4 3:00 800 64.0 24.68 
16. 
of.the spawning run when the adults are the least ripe, their avoidance 
' ' ' '.' ' ' 
r•action to light :l.s strong. Stream entry be1ins when the wate" has 
warmed to its daily maximum and the light intensity is quite low, As 
the run progresses the water wa"1s and the adults at the mouth of the 
stream ar:e relatively JQOre sexually mature. T.he reproductive stimulus 
• :- ' I 
apparentlf becomes greater.and it p~ially oveTcomes the negative 
reaction to light. Thus fish enter the stream. still unde~ wal"Bl water 
conditions but under greater light intensities than ir. the initial 
periods. Near the and of the spawning run this stimulus appears to be 
great enough so that entry into the stream occurs when the wate:t" .has 
warmed only slightly, and is less than the daily· maximum. This ~lso 
occurs early in the afternoon when the light intensity is quite high. 
Water temperature quite consistently determines the relative time of 
day during which alewives enter fresh water. When the water teJIIJ)era-
ture has cooled 2°-3° below its daily maximum entry into the 11tream 
ceases. 
Once t.he alewife has entered fresh water its rate of upstream 
movement 1s closelJ correlated with water temperature. As the tempera-
ture increases, rate of movement increases. Conversely, as temperature 
decreases, rate of movement decreases. The stimulating effects of 
increased water tempera~ure on the metabolic rate and probably on the 
physiology of the species are believed to be the cause of the faster 
rate of upstremn movement during the warm period. 
!s Ratio 
The trend in sex ratio is illustrated in figure III. Kales pre-
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18. 
sex ratio characterized the midpoint of t.he spawning run. Both the spawn-
ing runs of 1959 and 1960 eYJlibited this general trend in sax ratios. 
These data indicate that male alewives beQome ripe at an earlier date 
tban·do the females. Observations in the field support this belief. 
liY al. Upstream Migrants 
The linear regression of camnon logarithm of mean fork length on 
duration of spawning run ia shown for both male and female alewives 
(fig. IV). In average fork length early •igrants exceeded late migrants 
by 22.S mm (males) and 20.5 JIil (females), and in average weight by 158.8 
grams (11ales) and 80.8 grams (females). This indioe.tes that U.e larp1· 
adults become ripe at an earlier date than do the -.11er adults. 
Th• mean differences in fork lengths by sex were tested by covari-
ance analyses (Snedecor, 19156), (Table VI). A highly significant dif-
ference (J'~.87) of 13.6 mm existed between adjusted mean fork length■ 
of male and female fillh. There is no significant difference between the 
rates of decreaae in Man fork length of male and female alewivea 
CF= .0000007). That is, the rate of decline in size WIP.B essentially 
aimilar for both sexes. Graham (1956) concluded that the male alewife 
attains sexual maturity at the age Ill, one ye~ earlier than the female. 
This fact ia additive to the fact that male fish are usually smaller 
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lleg. (UY)2 Mean 
x2 y2 2 , Sex F XY C.oef .• F Er -- g2 S-quan 
... 1. 18 4666.74 -2.65208 .00183 -.000546 17 .000438 .00002&8 
IP-le 18 4666.74 -2.56332 .00161 -.000549 l7 ..... 000200 .OQ00118 
- - -- -- - .------.. --· 
Within 34 .. 000639 .0000188 
Reg:. Coef. l • 000000013 • 000000013 
I 
Ccaaon 36 9333.473 -5.11541 .0034427 -.000548 35 .000639 .0000182 
Adj. Ileana 1 .. 004734 ,.004734 
Total 37 9333.473 -5.11.541 .0081768 36 ,.005373 
For the difference between adjusted .. ans, :r=e .• 87 
~ . 
21. 
Length-Im Weight Rplation .si. f¥luit, 
Lengt.b.e and weights of 99 adult aale and 84 adult felliale mip-ant 
.alewivea are from freah specimens, . The regression of weight on length 
for both males and feJD&les is illustrated in figu1·e V, 
The length•waight relationship of aale and female alewives ia 
best shown by the reareasion eqUa Uon, 
y=a+bx 
when "b", the regression coefficient, describes the slope of the line 
and ''a" fixes the y • intercept. The regressions were calculated on the 
common logaritllluc transformation of both lengths and weights. 
The mean di:Uerence of total body weight wa• test.ad by a covari-
ance analysis (Snedecor, 19~6), (table VII). A hiply significant 
difference (P' = 6. 79) of 20. 5 gruis waa found between the adjusted mean.a. 
The regression coefficients do not differ signilicanUy (F = 0.57). 
Therefore, the rates of increase in body weight for male and f8illale 
alewives are essentially similar although t.heN are absolute differences 
in size. 
Fish Size• Ovary Weight Relatlonsh!Jl 
Figure VI shows the relationship between fork length and ovary 
'flight of 92 adult female alewives. An increase in the range of ovary 
weights occurs as fish size increases. Ninety-five per cent of the 
ovaries fall within a 22 gram range :for females 240 mm in length and 
within a 47.2 gram range for fish 300 IUII in length. The ninety-five 
per cent point estimate confidence limita are at unequal distancew 
from the regression line due to the retransformation from cQ11111lon g-
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Fig. V. Fork le ng - to a I body we I g t regressions 
of male and female alewives. 
TABLE VII. Analyees of Covariance. Lengtb-W:eight data. 
EX2 EY2 
.... p 
Sex F BIY C~f. 
llale tn .03025 .08536 .28281 2.82190 96 
Female 81 .03769 .10121 .32e05 2.68536 80 _, 
\'11thin 1'76 
Reg. Coef. l 
C,oa,mon 178 .06794 .18657 .60867 2.74616 177 
Adj. Means 1 
Total 179 .07905 .24258 .89099 178 
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Fig. VI. Fork length - ovary weight regression. 




of the alewife increases qui,te rapidly as body length increases. For 
fecundity estimates it is impo'rtant to realize that this phenQllllenon 
exists. The cause is as yet unknown, but it certainly mel"its further 
study. 
5. 
The relationshtp between body weight (excluding ovary weight) and 
total ovary weight is illustrated in figure VII. In th1a case, the 
variability of total ovary weight decreases as body weight Clese gonads) 
increases. The ninety•five per c~nt confidence limits lie within a 35.0 
g:ram r,ange for females l.96 grams 1n vnaight and within a 30.7 sra.m range 
for females 369 gl"ams in weight. The variability in gonad weight as 
well as the gonad weight itself decreases as the body weight increases. 
Smith (1907) estimated that the average number of egg" produced 
fr~ over aoo females taken in the PotOULac River was a li tt'le over 
100,000 eggs per female. Th• number· of eggs produced appears to 
increase somew.b.at with increasing length of the female, but there is a 
negative slope in the body weight (less gonads) gonad weight relation. 
This s~gests that maximum fecundity pl"obably occurs in spe~imens whose 
weight 1s less thJul the maxinnm. Further analysis of this pJ"oblem is 
cont.in3ent upon actual ¢ounts of eggs and precise Jll&asurements of e&g 
diameter 1n sp•nt a.nd non-spent Ush. An analy•1• of ovary-w•ig.ht 
.. , 
body-weight regression by age class also seems desirable. 
Right - ~ Gonad Veight Oiffu·ence 
W~ights in grams of dght and left gonads were taken trom 41 
.males and 29 females. Figure VIII illustrates the a>mparison of !Ae&n 
right and l~ft gonad weights through the use of a Perlmutter diagram 
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Fig. VIII. Comparison of right and left gonad weights 
for male and female alewives. Based on measure-
ment fr m 41 males and 29 females-
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a heavy horizontal line, and· the mean by a small, naYrow triangle. The 
blackened part cf each bar is two standard errors of the mean { a O"K )
on either side of the rnean and is a measure o~ reliabUi ty. One•half of 
each black t,ar plus the white biU." at either end outline one standa;rd 
deviation {O'.") on either aide of the me411. The standard deviation is 
a measure o:t dlapersion. 
Th• difference in mean weight between right and left. gonads for 
both males and females is highl,y significant. In both ca,es the proba• 
bili ty that the observed difference is due to chance is less than one 
per cent {P<.01). These data support th$ findings of other authors 
that tha left gonad is usually larpr. These differenc•s are highly 
important for fecundity estimation~ 
Estimate !l'l. spawnipg Population 
The average nuaber of adult alewives migrating thl"OUgh the mouth 
of the fish ladder was determined at three-hour intervals during periods 
of active upstream aigration (table VIII). From these counts it was 
e~tiJ11&t~d that approxiaataly 203,000 adult alewives reached the sp.a,m. 
ing groundo during the spring of 191\9. 
Catch •t•tistics obtained from the U. s. Fish and W.ildUfe, 
:i:,vr(ta\1 of Commercial F! · ... s:r!es' field station, Gallilee, Rhode Island 1 
showed that approximately 371,000 pounds of alewives were caug.ht by cc:ma-
mercial and pr~vate seiners at the head of Narrow River, near the mouth 
of th• Gilbert Stuart stream. AsSW11.ing the average adult alewife weips 
0.443 pounds, the number of alewives taken from the Gilb&rt St~t 
spawning run is approximately 840,000. Since catch statistics are not 
available for all the fish caught, the above figure is a minimum estimate. 
TJ\BJ.E vt'u. Affra«e one-minute counts of upstream migrating alewives 
at the Gilbert Stuart fishway during pe:riods of wav• migrations, 1959 •. 
29. 
Date of 















































Subtotal 16,380 41,220 
Grand Total= 203,940 
7· 15 9 2 
22 12 6 0 
0 1 3 -
0 0 0 0 
16 15 2 0 
31 24 9 l 
14 23 6 
29 22 4 • 
10 3 0 .. 
23 2 0 0 
3 4 4 0 
8 l.6 65 3 
15 8 1 0 
8 9 3 0 
25 14 4 0 
38 24 15 1 
25 3 1 0 
17 22 15 0 
25 14 7 0 
15 12 5 • 
18 10 2 0 
7 0 0 0 
68,100 46,620 28,620 ~,340 
so~ 
Adding to this the number of adults that successfully re,ached the spawn-
ing grounds gives a total of more than one million fish. This :figure 
:represents the number of adult.alewives that migrated to the mouth of 
Gilbert Stuart Stream. 
bout 20 per cent reached the spawning grounds and O er cent 
were taken by seines and dip nets. The as~tion is made th~t nearly 
all those fish not taken by commercial or private fishermen reached the 
spawning grounds. 
Mortality enr-!>ute to the spawning grounds, other than fishing 
mortality, is negligibl~. · Since the estimate of f,ish cau~ht is a 
minimum one, the percentage of alewives reaching the spawning grounds 
is a maximum estimate. 
Feeding Behavior 
Analyses of stoma.ch samples taken from spent and non-spent tish 
showed real differences in feeding behavior while the fish were in treah 
water. All feeding activity ceased when t.he adults first enteNd fresh 
water. Stomach samples containing food organisms came only from fully 
spent individuals movin downstream enroute to the sea. It is concluded 
that altllwi fts feed 1n fresh water only after spawning •. 
Apprc:x!::nately 6"' ~•er eent of the stomachs taken from spent fieh 
contained food organi~s. The bulk Qf this consisted of the cases of a 
caddis--fly, .Brachycen.trus. The alewife appears to be, a selective feeder, 
as indicated by the stomach analyses. 
31. 
' 
Spawn1y - Poat SpawninJ Habit■ and llorphol91ieal Cbanpa 
Spayfting, 
Adult alewives are not ready to spawn while enroute to the apawn-
ing grounds. Heavy pressure 1• required to extJ'Ude egga frm the feaal.e■• 
Lea• pressure is required to expreea milt from the males. It appear• 
that the final stage of Nxual maturity 1• attained after a period of 
several day■ to two week■ on the ■pawning grounds. Early aigranta are 
the least ripe and probably require about two weeka to attain the :final 
etaae of maturity. Late migrant■ are more nearly ripe while enroute to 
the epawn1ng ground•. Then the :final ■tap of maturity 1a probably 
Spawninc OCC\U'■ at all tiaea of the day with no notioeabie dif-
ference in intena1 ty. The aex product a aN u■ually releaad over a 
detritus covered bottam cc:apoaed of attached Yeptation, stick• or other 
organic matter. Occuionally ■pawning will OCC\U' over a hard sand bottm. 
Successful ■pawning require■ an area of little or no current. Spawninc 
takes place in very ■hallow water, the depth of which 1■ aametinaea in■uf­
fieient to cover the bodies of the fi ■h. llo■t of the &pawning occurred 
in Paueacaco Pond, but same waa obNrved to ocC\U' in the river just above 
the dam. 
Females swim cloN to shore followed by a number of males. The 
act of ■pawning is acccnpl1■hed in IP'OllP ■ of three or in pairs. One or 
two males will ewi• Bide by aide with the feaal.e. Bgge and aperm are 
extruded aiDlul taneouely. · 
The ens are broadcast at random du.ring the mating act, and then 
aettle and adhere to the available aubatrate. Fertilization ia utenal. 
32. 
The absence of alewife eas from samples of bottom debris taken 
several ho\D's after spawning indicates that within this time interval 
~he eggs lose· their adhesive property and decrease in specific gravity. 
Short surface tows over the &pawning areas with a lt2 plankton net sup• 
ports this observ~tion. Larp quantities of eggs were obtained in these , 
tows.·· 
:Sq DenJgpment • 
I 
Studies at the Chesapeake Biological Laboratory show that after 
fertUiution, development is very rapid. The 32 and 64 cell stages can 
be obaerved several hours after fertilization at -.n average temperature 
of 60• F, Three days later the larvae bave all hatched. 
Larval alewives are about 4 mm lone (l/6 inch) after hatchiq. 
At this size they are transpaNnt and elongat• with an enlarced yolk nc 
and larp eyes. The yolk sac ts C01Qpletely absorbed within four or five 
days, and an external ,o.urce of food is then Meded for survival. 
l2.U· sawn, IJabits s •orR1's;,>:roca1 ChAM••· · · 
. · AdUlt. alewives return to the sea within a tew days after' spawni~. 
There ia usually a three· or foui- ••k period when alewives ca,n ~e seen 
going· both ways in the stream.. lt is essential· to diatillg1.l,:hh between 
the spent aDd non-spent fish. In addition to the fact that their net 
movement• are 1n oppoa1te directions; a difference in the gene:ral physical 
condition of the fish 1a observable. Spent fish are t.hin aod emaciated. 
A majority of the spent adults are partially scaleless in the ventral 
region of their bodies. Th• ex.posed portion of the body i• therefore 
subject to fungal and/or·bacteri•l infections. A white in:tect•d area of 
variable si~ is present on most spawned adult•• 
33. 
An estimate of the loss in weight and the length-weight relation-
ship bet r,een up and downstream fish of both sexee was defined. The data 
were transformed to common logarithms, the regressions were calculated, 
and the mtian differences of weights were tested by a covariance analysis 
(tables IX & X). The length-weight relationships are illustrated in 
tems of the real data ( figures IX X). 
The decrease in the adjusted mean weights of 35.7 grams of the 
clomstream malee was found to be highly significant (F = 251.3). A 
\ 
highly significant (F = 159. 2,) decrease in wei ht of 50.0 grams ras 
found for downstream females. The regression coefficients of up- and 
downstream males or females do not differ significantly, as would be 
expected since they are the same groups of fish. 
The above difference in weight between a spawned and a non-spawned 
individual of a given size is due exclusively to a loss in condition. 
Since all weight measurements excluded the gonads, the calculated 
decrease is in terms of true body weight only. Thio difference is 
attributed to the physiological demand of the spawning and total absence 
of feeding for an extended period. This loss of weight is also in part 
due to the increased rate of metabolism while in the warm environment 
of the pond as well as to the spawning activity itself. 
Adult ortalitY. 
Numbers of fish passing down the fish ladder and over the dam· re 
determined during periods of active downstream migration. It was esti-
mated that of the approximately 200,000 adults reaching the spawning 
grounds only about 125,000 returned. Althouab this estimate is rough 
it suggest a considerable mortality in fresh water. nly a fe dead 
TABLE IX~ Analysis ot Covariance. Length-Weight data for spent and ~spent males •. 




Reg. u.z-<m->2 Mean 
Condition ., 2 EXY Coat. ? g2 'lql.:ia.NI EX 
Spent 54 .021881 .,05934.5 ,.176927 2.71221 53 .015969 .000301 
Non-spent· 76 .024134 .0641&4 .215939 2.65864 75 .045351 .000.605 
_.,. - -- - - -- -
Within 128 .061320 .000479 
Reg. Ccef. l .000033 .000033 
CO!IIUIOJl 130 .046015 .123500 .392866 2.68,411 129 .0613$3 .000.476 
Adj. Means 1 .119353 .119353 
Total 131 .0'50738 .. 181116 .6923:26 l.30 .180706 









tteg. BY~2 Mean 
Condition F EltY gx2 Coef. F EX :Square 
Spent 49 .016415 .038998 .134044 2.37579" 48 .041393 .000862' 
Non-spent 62 .016124 .0465-36 .1640fi3 ·2.88618 61 .02.9751 •. 000488 
-- -- ... --. -
Within 109 .0711<13 •. 00065$ 
Reg. Coef. .1 .002119 .002119 
C')lllllOtl 111 .032:538 .085534 .298107 2.6·2870 110 .073262 .000666 
Adj. Means 
Total 112 .034831 .107615 .510827 111 •. 178334 
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Fig. IX. Comparison of fork length - body weight 
reloti nship betwe n spawned and non-spawned 
mole alewives. Based on measurements from 
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Fork length (mm.) 
Fig. X. C mporison of fork Ieng th - body weight 
reloti nship between spawned and non-spawned 
female alewives. Based n measurer. ents fr om 
50 spawned and 63 non- pawned females. 
37. 
lndiv1duals were observed in Pausa.caco Pond and tbe strea,m area. However, 
the carcass of a dead al•wife will sink to the bottom and via1bility in 
the pond· is •xtruely poor. Detection ot a larp number of dead car- · 
caasea ia nearly 1mpo$s1ble. Also; a large n\lJ.ilber ot ~napping turtles 
(ChelYdr,A ffrpeptina) f JilUBk ,urtles (Sternotherus PdPntua) and painted 
turtles (Chttieu, picta picta) are found within the pond. O.atruction 
of any dead aiewi.ves would probably be qui ta rapid. 
An annual mortality ot the fresh wate.r alerife o.cc:ura in Lake 
Onh.rio. lt usual.ly takes place during the sprlng.lnvaaion of shoal 
' ' 
water. Millei- (1930) investip.ted the annual .mortality of 1928 and con-
cluded that neither· infections or parasites were the cause of dee.th. 
Miller states, "we have noticed in many instances that a large mortality 
baa followed a·day of complete calm and high telliperatun." Graham (1956) 
suggests that the annual isortaUty is related to the alewite•s inability 
to adjust to abrupt changes in temperature. 
On several occasions, water temperatures within. Gilberi. Stuart 
stream vuied. as mucll as 11• 1 within a twelve hour period. Adu1ta 
who•• u.patreu aigration was blocked by the dead and fork of the, $tream 
would immediately ret\U'D to.brackish water alter being subjected to such 
a teapex-a.ture• ebange. M.ost of these fish returned UD'1JP&wned. A sbdlar 
temperature ranp was observa(i on the spa,mlng ground• in the pond. 
Adult alewives. acclimated to 50° ]!', 59° F, and es° F approached 
their upper lethal teaperaturea ( that t(Ullperature at which titty per 
' ' 
cent of the saaple dies on continued expo~ure) at j,u-,t above es• . 1, just 
below 73.4• rand •bout '73.4° P respectively (Gn!Mlm, 1956). 
• I • • 
There was a total of tow- day• at the end of the spawning run 
when the water temperatw-e exceeded 65" 1. Since alewives ~re ccnlng 
30; 
frOUt salt water where they.were aQcU.•t•d to temperatures belo,r 50° F . . ' , ' .. 
their. upper lethal temperature might even be below ~8• I'. It such were 
the case a much gNater peJ"iod 9f time would 4xist during which the 
lethal temperature would be reached or exceede~ within the pc:>nd and 
adjoining r.iver. 
A mortality of salt water alewives in the Pausacaco Pond ~ . , . 
ri-ver an~ conld be due to ei.ther the inabiUty of the alewife to accli-
mate rapidly to Jl'ising or tluet~ting temperatures as ~bown in figure 
II, er the pe~siatance of a,n upper lethal temperature within moat of the 
pond area. This theorf is 81.tpported by the observation i~ the field 
th.at expect•~ numbers 9f returning, late migrants did nQt occur. 
Juvenilp Life .2!! Muraeq Gro\ll.Jds 
Orowt9 .SU ,!uv,nilt!:i 
Seaward ndgrat:ing schools of juvenile alewives were sampled 
throughout the aigratlon period at tbe foot of the fi.sh ladder. Me,ui 
fork length was detel"lllined for each school ar1d plotted .against 111.ean age 
in days with May 1st, 1959 as the ••an spa~ng date (fig. XI). Spawn .. 
ing occurred three weeks before and attar this. date. The most intense 
spawning activity took pla-ee several da)'s befoN and a.Itel," M4,.y 1st. 
Smiq,les of juveniles were taken on t~ nur .. 17 grounds through• 
out the migration ~r1od and their mean fork lengths were compa:red with 
the Nan fQrk lengths of schools migrating aeavard on aiJdl&l' dates •. 
There was no significant d1ffei-ence between.th• t..-o groups. It is 
concluded tha:t the a~rap size of seaward •i1rating.juveniles is 
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Stnce f~gure XI deals with mean spawning date and mean fork 
).engtha it :represents the average growth of juvenile alewives in the 
' .. •. . 
Sghpol1pg @ehayior. 
41_. 
The alewife, like other meJtbers of the herrin, tamily, forms 
schools which are' characterized by stability thro'l.lgh va~i•d eiivit<On-
mental conditions. Such ~chools will disperse only under the intlu•nce 
of violent stimuli .such a11 the throwin, ot·a stone into their midat or 
the presence of a predator. They will imiaecU.ately .reassemble after this 
disturbance. 
The bidivtd1;1al fishes srim 1n a parallel direction and are equi• 
dista.ntly spaced. Pan C. 1931) conclUded that "the gl"Oups sl,lowing the 
. ' 1 . . 
most pel'fect11 hal"JllOniOUs sc;:hooU.ng performances• euch aa herrincs and 
macke11'81s, are conspicuously lacking in sxte~l sex di:Uerentiation." 
It is thought that in schools of .alew11res, tli.e sexes are freely mixed 
without any differ,entie,.tion in tlle,ir b&llavioi.- or spacial arranplllerrt~ 
The internal factor· hoid1n1 together a group of &?¢nals is generally 
referred to as a social instinct. Whether this instinct is one of an 
individual seeking t~e protection of great nwnbe~s. or whether its 
f'oundation Uee else.where is certainly open to speoul.a.tiqn. The inde-
pendent charact•r and great stability of the alewife sc.hools seems to 
indicate that tbeir existence must be dOl!lJ.nated by irrt•~rnal ccndi tions 
of the sch.QOl. • and not by direet influence from the ,cha.nsing enviromaent. 
"In naany cases newly hatched fishes will :form schools" Parr ( 1927). 
Schools of juvenile alewives were. sampl~ on the nursery grounds. On 
aeveral occasions average fish size was l•ss than 10 mm in lencth. lt. 
seems likely that schools of juvenile alerivea fom within one to two 
weeks after hatching takes place. 
Predators. 
Fi h haw.cs (Paru.Uon haliaetµs), green herons (Butoµdes ytrescens 
virescens), and: mink (Mustella vison) 1ere the only observed predators 
of the adult alewives during the spawning run. The n1.1I11bers of adults 
taken by these predators is believed to be negligible. 
42. 
The a.mount of predation on juveniles is believed to be very sig-
nificant. It is !mown that the alewife makes nn excel! nt forage fish 
for larger piscivorous species. This is true of the alewife in Pausacaco 
Pond. Juvenile remains were found in the stomachs of nlUd pickerel (~ 
americqnus) , largemouth bass Oticropterus slmoides) , yellow perch (Perea 
flayescens), and the pumpkinseed (Lepomis gibbosu ... ). Of these the bass 
and the pickerel appear to consume the greatest numbers of juveniles. 
Probably the most important stage int.he alewife life history 
occurs at the egg and larval st~ of t.he species. It is beU.eved that 
both vertebrates and invertebrates consume large quantities of eggs and 
newly hatched larvae. Hov,ever, no direct evidence is available concern-
ing this le,vel of predation. 
Seaward Migration ,.2! Juvoniles 
Departure h:gm Nursery Grounds. 
'!he first school of juvenJ.le alewives was seen passing own the 
fish ladder on July 7, 1959, sixty-six days after the mean spawning date. 
Sea.ward migration continued sporadi~lly for one hundred and twelve days / 
with the last school reaching th.e fish ladder on the 27th of (::cto'ber. 
The question of what detennines the departure date of the Juveniles 
from the nursery grounds is very interesting. e does not appear to b8 
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significant. The last individuals to depart are tully two and one-half 
times the age of the early migrants (fig. JU). Neither does size appear 
to be an important factor. Tbe late migrants are two and one-half times 
tbe size of the early migrants (fig. XI). It 1s believed that rainfall 
detai"mines to a large degree the date of departure from the nursery 
grounds, as indicated by the following observations. Nearly all of the 
observations on the seaward migration of juveniles were made at the 
Gilbert Stuart dam which is characterized by having both sluice gates 
and a fish ladder. Whenever a school of juveniles reached the small 
pond adjacent to and on the upstream side of the dam they would congre-
gate in the area where water was being discharged. In some cases it was 
one of the sluice gates and in others it was the fish ladder. During 
the nigl1t certain gates were opened only a few inches. This was enough 
to keep the desired water level in the pond but not enough to allow the 
juveniles, if pre11ent, to escape. Early the following morning the fish 
ladder was fully opened for varying periods of time. If a school had 
arrived during the night it was immediately attracted to the outflowing 
current and the school was detected. Throughout the day nearly a con-
stant vigil was kept by either the author or the caretakers of the estate. 
The pond just above the dam was shallow enough so that when a school 
arrived they were easily observable. ver 08 per cent of the juvenile 
stock departed from the nursery grounds and reac.hed the Gilbert Stuart 
dam shortly after periods of relatively heavy rainfall. It is this 
strengthened current wh:1c.h stimulates the juveniles to migrate seaward. 
The situation is partly masked by the fact that the current pattern 
of Pausacaco Pond and river system is controlled by the opening and 
✓ 
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closing of the gates at the dam. Therefore, after periods of heavy rain-
fall, the gates a:re thrown wider open to keep the water at a desired 
level, and a gx-eater and faster CUl'rent pattern is e$tabl1sbed. Juveniles 
detect this at or near the mouth of' Pausacaco Pond and begin their migra• 
tton. Duiolng periods of rain when the gates are not opened more t.han 
their usual amount migration does not take place. To te13t this theory 
the gates were thrown wide open during aevei-al dry spe,11s for periods of 
five to ten hours and juvenile migration occurred. 
The Gilbert Stuart water S)'Gtem is an atypical situation whereby 
current velocity and volume of flow 1s primarily d~termined by the man-
ipulation of gates at the a:m. Without this dam the seaward migration 
of juveniles would probably be very closely oor~elated with amount of 
rainfall. 
111gratoa Behavior 21. Juup11es 
Seaward migration from the nursery grounds takes place d~ing the 
daylight hours. When a school of juve.niles reaehea the dam it will move 
back and forth in front of the QUtlet opening for ten to thirty minutes. 
The school becOJQes more dense until they allow the current to sweep them 
through the (ll>8ning. The school retains its identity all the way to 
I 
brackish water. MigJ."aticm from the nurseey gr.oUJ¥is to th$ estuary is 
accomplished in six to twelve hours. 
Length composition 2t Juun11e Schools 
Fork length fre(!UGncy distributions were constructed for each 
mip-ating school of juveniles that was sampled. When sam;,les of over 
200 fish were taken, fre-quency distributions of fish size were normal. 
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Fig. XII. Frequency distribution of fork lengths 




one school of juveniles. The distribution has been smoothed by a moving 
average of three's. 
The coefficient of variation was computed for each school sampled, 
regression analyses showed a very significant relationship between 
coefficient of variation and date at which each respective school mi-
grated seaward {fig. XIII). The later migrating schools, consisting of 
the largest and the oldest individuals showed the least variation in 
body size. The earliest migrating schools showed the greatest variation 
in body size. Greater size variability is characteristic of smaller 
individuals. 
§!a Estimate sd. Migrating Popu1ati9n 
Whenever the gates at the dam were opened sufficiently to allow 
fish passage, careful observation.a were made to detect the presence of 
a school of juveniles. n nW!lerous occasions a Surber Stream sampling 
net Cl/4" mesh • stretched) was placed downstream and close to tba out-
let opening of the dam during periods of darknestt. The following morning 
the net was always devoid of juvenile alewives. It is believed that very 
little if any migration occurred at night. As a f\U"ther precaution 
gates were opened only slightly at this time. Considering the above a 
fairly accurate estimate was made of thirty-eight schools of juveniles 
migrating from the spawning grounds to the sea. 
An estimate of school size was made for each school. On many of 
the smaller schools an actual count was made by capture within th• •treaa 
and immediate release. With the larger schools a visual estimate was 
made. Individual schools ranged in size from 100 fish to 10,000. It is 
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Fig. XIII. Coefficient of variation-time of seaward 
migration relationship. Based on samples from 3 l 
schools of juveniles with 100- 500 fish per sample. 
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smaller schools combined enroute to the sea. No two individual schools 
were ever noticed at the dJt,111 at the same time. 
success at spa!Ding 
The thirty~eigbt ■chools made up a total of 100,000 to 150,000 
juvenile alewives. TM.a represent.a the nwaber of Juveniles that :reached 
brackish water, lees t.han one juvenile for every adult that reached the 
·spawn,ins pounds , the previous spring. 'lb.a reaaon or reasons for such a 
low degree of spawning succeaa is open to speculation. At this tiae 1t 
ae.eas safe to predict that the size ot the spawning popula.tion in 1982 
and 1983 rill be considerably smaller' than that observed in 1959. 
IV. SUMMARY 
Certain observations of me~tstic characters were made on adult 
alewives from two samples taken at the beginning-- and the end of the 
Gilbert Stuart spawning run in 1959. A dieedminant function {Goulden, 
1952) was employed using three merist1c characters to discriminate 
between the two samples of alewives. Number of pyloric caeca, number ot 
vertebrae and number of gill rakers were the. meristic characters used 
for discr'imination. Since the F ratio was highly non-significant it ia 
concluded that these meristic characters do not perml t separation of 
alewives in the spawning run of 1959, ~nd a homogeneous population is 
implied. 
Stream temperature and date of adult entry into freeh water are 
closely correlated. ''Waves" of alewives occur during periods of wars ... 
ing. 
Adult alewives entered Gilbert Stuart stream only during the 
afternoon and early evening hours, Collins (1952) demonstrated a prefer,. 
ence of alewives for war!ller water. An avoidance reaction ot the alewife 
to light was shown in the fteld, 
Light intensity, water temperature and degree ot sexual maturity 
of the adult appear to be the important factors determining ~~e time of 
entry, No one level of water temperature, light intensity o~ volWRe of 
water flow determines time of ent~y. As the spawning l'\m p,rogresses 
adults enter the stream under warmer conditions and unde,r higher light 
intensities than o~served earlier, Changing relationships between light 
intensit~, water temperatu:re and ctegree of "ripeness" of the adults is 
so~ 
thought to explain such a phenomenon. During the early portion of the 
spawning 1"\lll when the adults are the least ripe, their. avoidance reaction 
to ligbt is strong. Stream entry begins when the water has warmed to 
its daily maximum and the light intensity is quite low. s the run pro-
gresses the water warms and the adults at the mouth of the stream are 
relatively more sexually mature. The reproductive stimulus is appare,ntl)' 
great enough to overcome the negative re.action to light. Near the end 
of the spawning run entry into the stream occurs early in the afternoon 
when the temperature ha,s warmed only slightiy and the light intensity is 
quite high. Stream entry ceases when the water tempe;rature nas cooled 
2-3• below its daily maximum. 
The rate of upstream movement is closely correlated with water 
temperature. A• the temperature 1ncraases or decreases, rate of move-
ment increases or decreases respectively. 
Males predominate among early migrants and females among late 
migrants. The data and field observations indicate that male alewives 
become ripe at an earlier date than do the females. 
In average fork length early migrants exceeded late migrants by 
22.~ mm (males) and 20.5 l!lJll (females), and in average weight by 58.8 
grams (males) and 60.8 grams (females). This indicates that the lai-ger 
adults beeome ripe at an earlier date than do the smaller adults. 
A highly significant difference as tested by covariance analyses 
(Snedecor, 1956) of 13.6 mm existed between adjusted mean fork lengths 
of male and female fish. The rate of decline in fish size was essentially 
similar for both eexes. Graham (1956) concluded that the male alewife 
attains sexual maturity at the age III, one year earlier than the 
female. This fact is additi" to the tact that male fish are usually 
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smalleJ" than females based on the size distribution throughout the spawn• 
ing run. 
The length-weight relationship of male and female alewives was 
determined. The mean difference of total body weight was tested by a 
covariance analysis. A highly significant difference of 20.5 grams was 
found between the adjusted means. he rates of increase in body weight 
for male and female alewives are essentially similar. 
The relationship between forlt le-ngth and ovary weight indicates 
that the variability in fecundity of the alewife increases quite rapidly 
as body length inci<eases. Ninety-five per cent of the ovaries fal.l 
within a 22 gram range for females 240 mm in length and within a 47.2 
gram ran e for fish 300 mm in length. 
Body weight (excluding ovary weight) - total ovary we'ight rela-
tionship was determined. In this case the val"iabili ty of total ovary 
weight decreases as body, weight ( less gonads) increases. The ninety-five 
per cent confidence limits lie within a. 35.0 grant range for females 196 
grams in weight and within a 30.7 gram range for females 369 grams in 
weight. The variability in gonad weiaht as well as the gonad weight 
1 tself decreases as the body weight incre4ses. 
The number of eggs produced appears to increase somewhat with 
increasing length of the famale, However, the negative slope in the 
body weight (less gonads) - gonad weight relation suggests that maximum 
fecundity probabl~ occurs in spec~imens whose weight ilJ less than the 
maximum. 
The difference in mean weight between right and left gonads for 
both males and females is highly significant. 
From counts ?!'lade at three hour intervals during periods of active 
upstream migration it was estimated that approximately 203,000 adult 
s2: 
alewives reached the spawning grounds during the spring of 1959. Kore 
than one million fish migrated to the mouth of Gilbert Stuart Stream. 
About twenty per cent of this one million fish reached the spawning 
(iJ."Ounds. Eighty per cent we.-e taken by seines and dip nets. Mortality 
enroute to the spawning grounds, othe:r thart tishing mortality, is n•gU-
gible. 
Analy"s of stomach samples taken from spent and non-spent fish 
showed that -.1ew1ves feed in fresh water only after spawning. The bulk 
of the food consisted of the cases of a oadd1g.fly, Brachycon;ta:µs. Tbe 
alewife appe~• to be a selective feed•r, as indicated by the sto.111ach 
analyMa. 
The final stage of sexual matUl'ity is attained after a period of 
several days to two weeks on the spawning grounds. ~rly migrants are 
the least ripe and pro~bly J"equire about two weeks to attain the final 
stage of maturity. Late migrants reach the final etage of maturity in a 
few days. 
Spawning occurs at all times of the day with no noticeable dif-
ference in intenai ty. The sex prQducts are usually released over a 
detritus covered bottcm. Occasionally spawning will occur over a hard 
sand bottom. Successful spawning requires an area of little or no 
current. The ens are broadcast at random dur1n6' the mating act, and 
than settle and adhere to the available aubetrata. Fertilization i.s 
external. Within several hours after apawning the egga loee their 
adhesive property, decrease in specific gravity and float up into the 
above water column. 
Adult alewives return to the sea within a few days after spawning. 
Quite a considerable difference exists in the general physical condition 
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of spent and non-spent fish. Spent adults are thin and ••aciated. Many 
of the spawned fiah are partially scaleless in the ventral region of their 
b(ldies. A white infected area of vai-iable aize is present on most spawned 
adults. 
An estimate of the loss in weight and the length-weight relation• 
ship between up and downstream fish of both sexes was defined. A covari-
;ance anal7ses showed a highly significant CF = 251.3) decrease ln the 
adjusted mean weights of 35."I grams of the downstream males and a highly 
significant (F = 159.2) dec1"eaae in weight of 50.0 grams fo-,;-downatream 
females. Since all weight measurements c,xclud•d the gonads; the calcu-
lated decJ"ease ia in terms of true body weight only, due exclusively to 
a loss in condition. This loss of •ight is attributed to the physic,., 
logical demand of the spawina and total absence of feeding for an 
e:xtended period. This dU'fe.-ence is also in part due to the increased 
rate of metabolism while in the warm environment of the pond as well as 
to the spawning activity itself. 
It was estimated that of the appfoximately 200,000 adults reaching 
the spawning &rounds only about 125,000 returned. A conaiderabl-e mor-
tality in fresh water 111 suaeated. Miller (1930) investiaated the 
annual mortality of the fresh water alewife in Lake Ontario in 1928 and 
concluded that neither infections or parasites -..re the cau•• of death. 
Graham (1956) suggests that tbe annual mortality is 1'ttlated to the 
alewife's inability to adjust to abrupt changes in temperature. 
On several occasions, water temperatures within Gilbe~ Stuart 
Stream varied as much as 11 • F w1 thin a 12 hour period. A similar 
temperature :ramp was observed on the spawning grounds in the pond. 
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A mortaUty of salt water alewives in the Pausacaco •Pond and· river 
area could be d\J,8 to eithe~ the inability of the al•wife to acclimate 
rapidly to rising or fluctuating temperatures as shown in FigUH U • or 
the persistence of an upper lethal temperature 'rithin most of the pond 
area. There was a total of four days at the end of the spawning run when 
the water temperature exceeded 68° F (upper lethal temperature of the 
fresh 1Ater alewife, Graham, 1958). This theory is supported by the 
observation in the field that expected n\DDbers of returning, late 
migrants did not occur. 
Samples of juvenUe alewives were taken on tti.e nursery grounds and 
at the foot of the fish ladder thl"oughQUt the migration period. Mean 
fork lengths of schools trm both ~plins areas were COlllpared when 
taken Qll siDlilar datea. There was no significant difference betwen the 
two groups. It was concluded that the average size of Naward milJ"atins 
juveniles is representative of the average size of juveniles still on 
the nursery grounds. Average .growth of the juvenile alewife in fresh 
water was detel'lllined. 
The amQunt of predation on juvenile alew1Vlil& is thought to be very 
significant. Stomach analyaes revealed juvenile remains in the stcaachs 
of mud pickerel (Esox.aaaricanµa), larpmouth bass (Kicropteruli salaoidea), 
yellow perch (ferca flavescens), and the pwnpkinseed (Lepomis g1bbosua). 
Of these the bass and the pickerel appear to consume the greatest numbers 
of juveniles. 
It is believed that rainfall determines to a large degree the date 
of departure trm the nursery grounds. A:tter periods Qf heavy rainfall 
a greater and faster current pattern is establiabed. Juvenile• detect 
this at or m,a.- the mouth of Pause.caco Pond and b-.pn theiJ' mip-ation. 
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Size and age do r,,ot appear to be sipi:ficant in detei-mining ·dat.e of de-
parture. Late migrants are fully two and one~balf times the size and. age 
of early micrants. 
Seaward migration of the juveniles from the nu.rsery grounds takes 
place during the dayli1:ht hours.and the estuary is reached in six to 
twelve ,houx-s. 
The coefficient of variation was computed for each school of.migr,ant 
juvem.les sampled. Tbe later mifll"ating schools, consisting of the largest 
and the oldest individuals showed th• least variation in body size, The 
earliest migrating Khools ab.Owed th4 greatest variation in body size. 
Greater size variability is characteristic of smaller individualtJ. 
An estimate of school size was made for each school. Individual 
schools ranged in size from 100 :f1.sh to 10,000. It is vei-y probable that 
the lai-pr schools actually consisted of two or more smaller schools com-
bined enroute to t.b.e sea. A total of thirty•eight schools of ·juvenile 
alewives mip-a.ted from the spawning grQunds to the sea. 
The thirt.y•eitiht schools made up a total of 100,000 to 150,000 
juvenile alewives •. This :represents tbe number Qf juveniles th:at reached 
brackish water, less than one juvenile for every adult that reached tlle 
spawning grounds. on the a.ssumptton that the alewife exhibits a large 
degree of hom,ing it seems safe to predict that the sir.e of the spawning 
populations in 1902 and 1963 will be considerably sm&ller than that 
observed in 1959. 
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